NANTES INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Postdoctoral Fellowships Call - 2017-2018
“Laws of the Gods, Men and Nature”
Closing date: May 31st 2016

Every academic year, the Nantes Institute for Advanced
Study, a state-approved public benefit foundation, invites
about thirty Fellows selected for the quality and originality
of their work. It offers 9 month-research stays, from
October to June, during which researchers Fellows can
pursue a project of their choice, freed from their
administrative or teaching obligation. Fellows are only
asked to actually reside in Nantes during their fellowship,
to take part into the weekly seminars in which each of
them is expected to present the state of their works, and to participate to the three weekly meals giving
them opportunities for fruitful conversations. The Nantes Institute for Advanced Study does not exclude
any discipline (from Social sciences and Humanities to Theoretical Physics, biology, medicine, etc.) but
encourages works enlightening the institutional underpinnings of our societies and their evolutions
(especially in the relation to territory, body, work, economy, etc…).
This specific call for applications is aimed at postdoctoral researchers wishing to pursue an ambitious
project in connection with the theme presented in "Lois des dieux, des hommes et de la nature"
(http://www.iea-nantes.fr/rtefiles/File/projet-giuseppe-longo-2014.pdf).
How to apply?
In order to apply, the following documents should be sent to the IAS on May 31st 2016, at the latest:







An exhaustive and up to date curriculum vitae, including a list of publications,
A research project for the period of the Fellowship in Nantes (from 5 to 10 pages, in French or
in English), in connection with the theme presented in "Lois des dieux, des hommes et de la
nature"
Two significant publications: articles, books or collective books (if one of the publications is a
book, please indicate which chapter(s) the reviewers should pay more attention to and please
provide these chapters as pdf files),
The filled application form and appendix [download the application form]

These documents should preferably be sent via email (Word or Pdf format) to: admission@iea-nantes.fr
or by airmail letter to:
Procédure d’admission
Institut d’Etudes Avancées de Nantes
5, allée Jacques Berque - BP 12105 - 44021 Nantes Cedex 1

Eligibility criteria:
- Qualification : candidates must hold a Ph.D
- Language skills : candidates are required to be able to hold a conversation in English or in French
(the knowledge of the French language is not compulsory). A linguistic assistance is offered during
seminars and conferences.

Further details:
- Financial condition: equivalent to the remuneration of a French researcher with the same experience
level
- Duration of the stays: candidates are encouraged to apply for 9-month fellowships, from October 1st
2016 to June 30th 2017. The possibility to arrive at the end of August is offered to Fellows
accompanied by children who need to start school in September.
- Alone or accompanied: Fellows can reside in Nantes with their partners and children under 18. The
IAS provides accommodation adapted to the composition of the families. However pets are not
accepted.

Admission procedure
The admission procedure is twofold: a scientific phase (from May to November) followed by an
administrative phase for the selected candidates (from December to March).
During the scientific phase, each application is first assessed on the basis of a double expertise using the
highest international standards. Then, a member of the scientific advisory board evaluates the adequacy
of the application with the Institute’s policy. The final selection takes into account the personal
commitment of the candidate, the ambition, quality and originality of the research proposal. On top of
that, the IAS intends to balance geographical origins, disciplines, ages and sex of the candidates, trying to
create connections between the different applicants or projects.

For additional information about the Nantes -IAS: http://www.iea-nantes.fr/en/

